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News Coverage of Climate Change in
Nature News and ScienceNOW during
2007
Kristian Hvidtfelt Nielsen & Rikke Schmidt Kjærgaard

Climate change has become one of the most favored topics in mass media, political

discourses, and scientific discussions during the past decade. By the end of 2007 the

scientific journals Science and Nature both demonstrated the urgency of climate

change by emphasizing the importance and necessity of appreciating climate change,

its severe consequences, and its anthropogenic causes. During that year the two

journals’ online news services Nature News and ScienceNOW framed climate change

to fit particular agendas resulting in markedly different narratives. This article

demonstrates that Nature News reported more critically on political decisions, scientific

results, and social matters of climate change compared to ScienceNOW. Operating

under different institutional constraints ScienceNOW generally took a more cautious

line. The evidence drawn from both textual and visual analyses shows that news

sections run by scientific journals are very similar to mass media in framing their

coverage of science to fit specific agendas.

Keywords: Climate Change; Online News Coverage; Content Analysis; Framing; Nature

News; ScienceNOW

Introduction

In December 2007, the scientific journals Nature and Science reflected on public

communication of climate change. In an editorial, Nature named Rajendra Pachauri,
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chair of the United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), as

‘‘Newsmaker of the Year’’ (Nature, 2007, p. 1127), while Science argued that climate

change had demonstrated its urgency by being the perennial runner-up for the

scientific ‘‘Breakthrough of the Year’’ (Kintisch & Kerr, 2007, p. 89). Both journals

emphasized the importance and necessity of appreciating climate change, its severe

consequences and its anthropogenic causes.

By the end of 2007, climate change had become a favorite topic in mass media’s

science sections, news reports, and gossip columns as well as in more specialized

science magazines and journals. The overall picture confirmed that climate change

was no longer a strictly scientific issue or the concern of NGO’s and environmental

activists. With climate change making the transition from a scientific hypothesis to an

established fact in public debates, the issue became political, financial, and ethical as

much as scientific.

Mass media coverage of climate change has been widely studied. Several analyses

argue that in striving for professional recognition and specialization, science

journalists have been all too eager to adopt the scientific frame of mind incorporating

scientific news values, such as scientific progress, into their particular agendas

(Antilla, 2005; Boykoff, 2007; Boykoff & Boykoff, 2007; Grundmann, 2007; Liu,

Vedlitz, & Alston, 2008; Smith, 2005). Wilkins (1993) argued in the beginning of the

1990s, that to avoid de-emphasizing ethical and political issues science journalists

ought to become more like real journalists critically covering the greenhouse effect as

any other news story.

Both scientific values and journalistic news criteria, such as interest, relevance,

uniqueness, tension, human interest, and controversy, have an impact on the

reporting of scientific knowledge about climate change. When an issue such as

climate change has been in the news for some time, science writers and journalists

‘‘often look for unique, esoteric, and cutting-edge research projects to enhance the

novelty of their articles’’ (Zehr, 1999, p. 10). In their study of British newspapers,

Carvalho and Burgess (2005) observed a tendency of news coverage being closely tied

to a political agenda. In particular, newspaper reporting on climate change seemed to

be linked to public pronouncements and discursive strategies of prime ministers and

other governmental figures. Similar conclusions were made by Weingart, Engels, &

Pansegrau (2000) analyzing news coverage in Germany during a 20-year period from

1975 to 1995, and by Carvalho (2007) in her analysis of British newspapers’ coverage

of climate change. Based on his analysis of USA and UK newspaper coverage, Boykoff

(2007) demonstrates that the high degree of scientific consensus about human impact

on climate change was not reflected in the media owing to a journalistic norm of

balancing arguments for and against anthropogenic climate change. Journalists may

present opposing scientific opinions to balance description of a particular issue in a

news article (Nelkin, 1995, pp. 84�88).

This article adds significant knowledge to previous studies of news media coverage

of climate change by analyzing news articles published during 2007 in the two

dedicated online news services Nature News and ScienceNOW. These represent

separate news sections of Nature and Science, and news material presented here are
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not necessarily included in the printed journal. Furthermore, Nature and Science

expressly present these sections as ‘‘news’’ and not as ‘‘research.’’ It is thus expected

that although these news will focus mainly on issues of interest to the scientific

community, they cannot in any way be compared to the journals’ articles on scientific

research. They do not reflect objectivity and neutral communication but are, as any

other news items, often openly opinionated. All news articles, in print and online, are

written by a staff of professional science journalists popularizing the content of

scientific articles while also reporting on science policy, controversial and ethical

science issues. Because they are first and foremost news, journalism in the online

news articles is not very different from mass media news. As argued by Gregory and

Miller (1998) science journalism is primarily journalism (p. 117).

Nature and Science are comparable in circulation size and both rank among the

world’s most cited scientific journals by impact factor (IF) according to Web of

Science (Nature (8) IF 31.434; Science (16) IF 28.103), and first and third in total

number of citations (Nature (443, 967); Science (409, 290)).1 Science is published by

the non-profit organization The American Association for the Advancement of

Science (AAAS), while Nature is published by the international commercial

company Macmillan Publishers. Both Science and Nature consist of scientific

papers, editorials, news articles, features, commentaries, etc. directed toward an

audience already informed and engaged. Science promotes itself as ‘‘the world’s

leading journal of original scientific research, global news and commentary.’’2

Nature’s mission statement since 1869 reads: ‘‘First, to serve scientists through

prompt publication of significant advances in any branch of science, and to provide

a forum for the reporting and discussion of news and issues concerning science.

Second, to ensure that the results of science are rapidly disseminated to the public

throughout the world, in a fashion that conveys their significance for knowledge,

culture and daily life.’’3 They are both highly interdisciplinary, weekly, and have a

long history of publishing significant groundbreaking scientific articles.

The scientific results published in the journals, together with the printed journal

news serve as authoritative sources for other news media. This is also true for the online

news services Nature News and ScienceNOW. Schmidt Kjærgaard (forthcoming) uses

the so-called ‘‘Hwang affair’’ to analyze in detail how the news sections in the printed

journals of Science and Nature employ and rely on basic journalistic principles and then

operate very similar to mass media. In this study we focus on the online news services

from both journals. There are similarities to the printed journals, but also significant

differences. Both feature among a small number of news services highlighted as sources

on the websites of several professional groups, such as the National Association of

Science Writers, the Association of British Science Writers, the Japanese Association of

Science & Technology Journalists, the World Federation of Science Journalists, and the

European Union of Science Journalists’ Associations (Trench, 2009). Online sources,

such as Nature News and ScienceNOW, are easily accessed and thus likely to influence

news media around the world (Trench, 2009, p. 177).

Contrary to traditional printed news items, online news is characterized by

interactivity and immediacy (Karlsson & Strömbäck, 2010). Previous studies have
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provided important insight into these characteristics of online news but there is as

yet no systematic study analyzing online journal news. However, there is little

difference in what constitutes online mass media news and online journal news

when we look at the structure and layout of Nature News and ScienceNOW. The

subject of interactivity allows users/readers to add further information to the news

stories via comment sections or blogs found in the online journal news sections as

well as in mass media online news. Similarly, the immediacy allows the journalists

to continuously ‘‘change, tweak or erase’’ any published content (Karlsson &

Strömbäck, 2010, pp. 3�5).

Online news items, whether they represent a major national newspaper or a

scientific international journal, also differ from printed news in terms of readership.

Demographic data from 2009 show that the print circulation of Nature is 53,932

and an estimated readership is 669,000.4 For comparison the results for monthly

unique users of online data (including online news but not exclusively) are

estimated at 1,205,900 and monthly page views at 8,535,700. The character of

readership is also known via the demographic analysis. Fifty-five percent of readers

of Nature’s printed journal are from North America, 15% are from Asia, and finally

30% are from Europe and the rest of the world. It is less obvious who reads the

online news sections. In an online user survey in Nature the geographic breakdown

shows that 36% of the readers are from North America, 18% are from Asia, and

46% are from Europe and the rest of the world. Science claims to reach an

estimated worldwide readership of more than 1 million through its print and

online incarnations.5 About 35�40% of the corresponding authors on papers

published in Science are based outside the USA. Compared to about 55% of readers

from Nature being from North America, the readership of the two journals is not

that different.

Traditional news is characterized by a clear demarcation between news producers

and news consumers (Karlsson & Strömbäck, 2010, p. 2). The demographic survey of

Nature’s readership shows an overweight of scientists viewing the online material

(76.6%). Thus, the readership in general when analyzing news articles related to

scientific journals such as Nature and Science is very different than mass media.

Moreover, the abolition of the concept of ‘‘deadline’’ has contributed to an increasing

publication speed when we look at online news. Given the potential impact of the

news coverage of high-ranking science journals, it is crucial that we come to an

understanding of the contents and characteristics of science journalism provided by

scientific journals such as Nature and Science.

This article analyses the content of news coverage of climate change in textual

and visual online news material published by Nature News and ScienceNOW. Key

questions are: How did Nature News and ScienceNOW frame climate change during

2007? In which way were dominant frames combined with other subsidiary frames

in the articles? How did the visual material correlate with the dominant and

subsidiary frames found in the textual analysis? From this case study, can we say

more about how online journal news are constructed in relation to mass media

news?
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Theoretical Framework

How scientific concepts such as climate change are appropriated and emerge in the

media is linked to how issues are framed (Schmidt Kjærgaard, 2010). ‘‘Framing’’

refers to the ways in which news content is typically shaped and contextualized by

journalists (McQuail, 2005). In this study, framing is understood as a journalistic tool

for making some aspects of a story more salient in people’s mind than others.

Relating to the key research questions outlined above this article analyses both textual

and visual content of the online news services Nature News and ScienceNOW.

Framing

Many studies have analyzed framing of scientific topics in the media, often with a

focus on newspaper articles written by journalists. Nisbet and Mooney (2007) argue

that scientists, too, need to frame scientific information in popular settings in order

to make scientific knowledge more pertinent to audiences. The theory of framing has

been used widely and defined by many in different terms. In 1974 Erwin Goffman

claimed that people use certain ‘‘schemata of interpretation,’’ i.e. frames, ‘‘to locate,

perceive, identify, and label’’ events and occurrences, thus making meaning,

organizing experiences, and guiding actions (Goffman, 1974, p. 21). Gamson and

Modigliani (1989) used frame analysis to demonstrate a link between media

discourses and public opinion on nuclear power. They argued that the media

produced interpretative packages for nuclear power consisting of metaphors,

catchphrases, and images, i.e. what Matthew Nisbet calls ‘‘framing devices’’ (Nisbet,

2007). Gamson and Modigliani (1989) argued that most people understand the

concept of nuclear power through the media’s use of framing devices and

interpretative packages presenting essential context for individuals to create or

rethink their opinion.

Framing as an analytical tool has been criticized for the risk of frames being

identified arbitrarily, and with a high amount of subjectivity (Tankard, 2001, p. 98).6

To eliminate subjectivity, Tankard (2001) suggests a ‘‘list of frames’’ approach

(p. 101). This list of criteria of what constitutes a frame advocate for a systematic and

empirical approach to measuring media framing and at the same time help to avoid

subjectivity in the identification of frames. The present analysis follows Tankard

(2001). Accordingly, frames were identified in relation to the character of the

headline and the ‘‘lead’’; and concluding statements or paragraphs of the articles. The

following framing typology of six categories for identifying content was defined for

the online journal news articles: Scientific research; Policy-making and legislation;

Economy and business; Technology and innovation; Ethics and morality; and Public

understanding of climate change. To establish whether a particular article kept to the

so-called dominant frame found in the initial coding of the articles or whether any

subsidiary frames could be detected, each article were coded again and analyzed for

the character of subheads; the selection of pull quotes and sentences emphasized

through bold style or larger letter size, quotes, sources quoted, and theme of main

body of text (see Methodology).
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Visual Analysis

All news media today rely profoundly upon visual communication through pictorial

representation. This is particularly true for electronic news media (Beymer, Orton, &

Russell, 2007). Studies have shown that visual material, along with headlines, are

important devices used for capturing readers’ attention and to guide their reading and

perception of the text (Einsiedel et al., 2002; Friedman & Egolf, 2005). Of the 201 articles

analyzed in this study, visual material was found in about 90% of the articles analyzed.

As argued by Huang (2003) a high number of images might be related to the website

media and hence the presumably fewer restrictions on space compared to print media.

Eye-tracking studies analyzing how images from a science news website influence

online reading of the particular website demonstrate that, unlike in advertisements, the

visual material stalled readers decreasing their first-pass reading speed, lengthened the

fixation duration, and made saccades shorter (saccades are quick, simultaneous

movements of both eyes in the same direction) (Beymer et al., 2007). This was caused by

‘‘the extra effort the reader is making to relate the pictures to the text*the cognitive

effort to relate pictures and text is slowing down the reader’’ (p. 459). Naturally, readers’

perception of any visual material interacts with readers’ understanding of the textual

material. John Berger argues in his influential book from 1972 Ways of Seeing for further

influence on how we perceive and understand visual material: ‘‘The way we see things is

affected by what we know or what we believe,’’ and ‘‘we never look at just one thing; we

are always looking at the relation between things and ourselves’’ (p. 1, 2008 ed.).

This article analyzes visual material presented in the online journal news in order to

establish whether the images agree with the dominant and/or subsidiary frames found

in the textual analysis. Even though the visual content analysis is unable to give answers

to what effect the images have on readers’ perception of climate change, it will however

provide knowledge about differences between textual and visual frames, if any, and

allow discussions on to what extend the visual material effects or even contradicts the

textual meaning of a particular news item, and how that might influence the final

message.

There are many different types of images. The images analyzed in this article are

typically not defined as art but rather as realistic photos or symbolic illustrations, often

implying iconic values alluding to climate change and environmental issues. They

generally appear esthetic and eye-catching. Examples are graphs, charts, maps, technical

and engineering drawings, photographs of landscapes, people, animals, scientific

objects, etc., all underpinned by the disciplines of visual communication and

journalism. According to James Elkins these kind of images are ‘‘bound by the necessity

of performing some utilitarian function and therefore unable to mean more freely’’

(1999, p. 4).

Methodology

This study is based on 201 articles from Nature News and ScienceNOW. The

analytical model is consistent with the method of content analysis suggested by
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Riffe, Lacy, & Fico (2005) and Krippendorff (2004), and draws on an existing

methodological framework of content analysis (e.g. Bell, 2001; Friedman & Egolf,

2005; Holliman, 2004; Nisbet, Brossard, & Kroepsch, 2003; Schmidt Kjærgaard,

2010). Content analysis encompasses a wide range of techniques and is often used

as an umbrella term for any kind of systematic and quantitative analysis of the

content of messages. Because journalists can change both textual and visual content

of a news item after it has been published it can be problematic to use a

quantitative content analysis when analyzing online news material. Karlsson and

Strömbäck (2010) describe strategies for freezing online news in order to enable

systematic content analysis, and argue that no single method for capturing the

content of news sites is perfect (pp. 6�8).

The empirical investigation began with a systematic analysis of media content from

1 January to 31 December 2007. Mass media coverage of climate change related issues

increased significantly during 2007 compared with earlier years.7 The year 2007 was

chosen for this study because of a series of important events: (1) the American

documentary film about global warming, An Inconvenient Truth, narrated by former

US Vice President Al Gore winning the Academy Awards for Best Documentary and

Best Original Song; (2) Al Gore together with the United Nation’s IPCC receiving the

Nobel Peace Prize; (3) the United Nations Climate Conference on Bali; and finally (4)

the IPCC publishing a number of significant reports on climate change.

The journals’ own search engines were used for identifying articles in the two

online news sections. Keywords for the search process were ‘‘climate,’’ ‘‘greenhouse,’’

or ‘‘global warming.’’ These were determined from looking at the scientific literature

about climate change and from previous studies of news media coverage of climate

change (e.g. Antilla, 2005; Boykoff, 2007; Boykoff & Boykoff, 2007; Carvalho, 2007).

Articles which only included one of the words in passing and which did not

concern the issue of climate change were removed from the sample. The articles

were saved as PDF files leaving out any audio and moving images. Furthermore, no

forms of interactivity were included (i.e. comment sections and news blogs). The

final sample included 132 articles from Nature News and 69 articles from

ScienceNOW.

Each article was analyzed using a coding sheet recording journal name, date of

publication, and title of news item. Furthermore, three main variables were coded for

each article: dominant frame, subsidiary frames, and visual frame. The dominant and

subsidiary frames were coded according to the following six values: Scientific

research, Policy-making and legislation, Economy and business, Technology and

innovation, Ethics and morality, and Public understanding of climate change.

Dimopoulos, Koulaidis, & Sklaveniti (2003) has analyzed school science textbooks

and mass media news. Disregarding that school science textbooks are by no means

comparable to scientific journal news, both in terms of content and readership, their

study provides a coding system for images that has proven useful for the present

study. The sample of images was coded according to ‘‘type’’ and ‘‘function.’’ Three

values were defined for coding the images in relation to type: (1) realistic: images

representing reality according to human perception (photographs, realistic drawings,
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computer-generated images, etc.); (2) conventional: images using scientific or

technological coding conventions in order to achieve representational effectiveness

(diagrams, graphs, maps, molecular structures, etc.); and (3) hybrids: using both

realistic and conventional means of visual representation (for similar definition of

variables see Dimopoulos et al., 2003, pp. 193�194). Three values were defined for

coding the images in relation to function: (1) narrative: images depicting the

unfolding of events, processes of change, transitory spatial arrangements, etc.;

(2) classificational: images that exhibit types of relationship between people, places,

and/or things; and (3) metaphorical: images that ‘‘connote or symbolize meanings

and values over and above what they literally represent’’ (Dimopoulos et al., 2003, pp.

195�197; Kress & van Leeuwen, 1996, p. 45). ‘‘Type’’ and ‘‘function’’ helped establish

what kind of image coders were coding.

One of the difficulties related to the visual analysis was the issue of establishing

whether an image had ethical meaning or not. The polar bear has become an iconic

image referring to negative impact of climate change on wild life and nature in

general. Images of polar bears can be used to signal ethical connotations. However,

one cannot discard representations of polar bears simply as polar bears. Accompany-

ing Brown (2007) in Nature News about the consequences of ice melting in Canada’s

Hudson Bay and the possible consequences for the polar bear, we find an image of a

polar bear. Obviously, a polar bear is a natural image to include in an article on polar

bears, but the image also feeds into the iconic narrative evoking negative effects

associated with climate change in the reader.

The content analysis was also used when counting the frequency of certain visual

elements represented in the image, and then analyzing those frequencies (for similar

approach, see Rose, 2007, pp. 61�62). Actors represented in the images, if any, were

defined by the values ‘‘scientist,’’ ‘‘politician,’’ or ‘‘others.’’ If the coding resulted in the

value ‘‘others,’’ these were specified. In particular, we wanted to distinguish between

scientific actors (both scientists and scientific objects) and political/public actors.

Finally, to establish the main theme each image were coded within the six values from

the textual coding sheet by looking at all elements represented in the images,

including scientific objects, legislation documents, natural catastrophes, ice melting,

etc., together with the caption, if any.

The following is an example of the coding procedure presenting the headline, lead,

and concluding paragraph of one of the coded articles from Nature News published

online 4 May 2007:

[Headline] Tackling greenhouse gases looks to be affordable.

[Lead] International report sets out costs of bringing down global emissions.

[Concluding paragraph] Other, more modest scenarios laid out by the report will
cost less. Stabilizing levels between 535 and 590 p.p.m. CO2 equivalent will cost
between 0.2% and 2.5% of global economic productivity by 2030, whereas allowing
levels to stabilize at even higher concentrations could even bring economic benefits
of as much as 0.6% of gross domestic product, through improved efficiency
measures.
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The headline and lead clearly allocates to economic and political issues concerning CO2

emissions. The concluding paragraph ads more precisely calculations related to our global

economy. Based on these observations the article was coded in the dominant frame

‘‘Economy and business.’’ To establish whether the article had any subsidiary frames the

article was coded again and analyzed for the character of subheads; the selection of pull

quotes and sentences emphasized through bold style or larger letter size, quotes, sources

quoted, and theme of main body of text.

[Subhead] None.

[Pull quotes] None.

[Sentences emphasized] The report says that achieving stabilization at 535 p.p.m.
CO2 equivalent will require emissions cuts of between 50% and 85% by the middle
of this century. Strategies to cut greenhouse emissions include targeted capping
schemes such as the Kyoto Protocol, improved energy efficiency, and switches to
alternative fuel sources such as nuclear and renewables.

[Quotes] ‘‘This report underscores the importance of a strong curve of emissions
reductions,’’says James Connaughton, chair of the White House Council on
Environmental Quality. ‘‘But no world leader will pursue a strategy that would lead
to economic recession.’’

[Sources quoted] James Connaughton, chair of the White House Council on
Environmental Quality.

[Theme of main body of text] Economy; environmental policy; scientific results.

This resulted in the article being coded in the subsidiary frames ‘‘Policy-making and

legislation’’ and ‘‘Scientific research.’’ The image accompanying the article showed the

sun breaking from clouds with a drawing of lines above resembling a graph (Illustration

1). According to ‘‘type’’ it was coded as a ‘‘hybrid’’ (realistic �photo of the sun and

clouds; and conventional �graph). The ‘‘function’’ of the image was coded in the value

‘‘metaphorical’’ since it had a symbolic meaning and value (the sun/light breaking from

the clouds with the heavy weight of the mathematical graph on top). There were no

actors presented in the image. To establish the main theme of this hybrid image it was

coded within the six values from the textual content analysis by looking at the elements

represented in the image. The sun shining through the clouds represents nature in a

victorious way, and the mathematical graph represents economy or some scientific

results. The caption read: ‘‘How much will it cost to keep the temperature from rising

more than 2 degrees?’’ The image was coded in the visual frame ‘‘Economy and

business.’’

About 10% (equaling 20 out of 201) of the online news articles were coded

separately to ensure intercoder reliability. This was done to eliminate the possible

subjectivity, which is most likely to occur in coding for dominant frame (Schmidt

Kjærgaard, 2010). Both authors coded the 20 articles, and the percentage of

agreement for the dominant frame variable was 90% (Scott’s Pi �0.80), for the

subsidiary frames percentage of agreement was 85% (Scott’s Pi �0.70), and finally

for the image analysis percentage of agreement was 100% for ‘‘type’’ and ‘‘function’’

(Scott’s Pi �1.0), and 94% for ‘‘frame’’ (Scott’s Pi �0.88).8
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Findings and Discussion

The most prominent dominant frame in both Nature News and ScienceNOW was

‘‘Scientific research.’’ About 43% of all the articles in Nature News were coded in this

frame, while the equivalent number for ScienceNOW was 68% (Figure 1). This is of

little surprise since most readers are scientists (see Introduction) and the online

services are branches of the scientific journals. ‘‘Policy-making and legislation’’

followed as the second most prominent frame with 32% in Nature News and 12% in

ScienceNOW. ‘‘Technology and innovation’’ was the third most significant frame in

both Nature News and ScienceNOW with 15 and 13%, followed by ‘‘Economy and

business’’ (8 and 4%) and ‘‘Ethics and morality’’ (2 and 1%). Only ScienceNOW was

represented in ‘‘Public understanding of climate change’’ with just one article about

the Genoa Science Festival featuring Sylvie Joussaume, a climate modeler at France’s

national research agency in Paris, who argues that scientists need to speak up in

public about the complexities and uncertainties involved in scientific climate

prediction. The articles were distributed equally over the 12 months and did not

cluster around specific dates or in specific themes.

In a recent study, Waaijer, van Bochove, & van Eck (2010) analyses editorial topics

of Nature and Science since 2000. They argue that editorials represent ‘‘mainstream

opinions in the international scientific community’’ and that they reflect what ‘‘the

community considers as important.’’9 Editorials differ from the journalistic structure

that is inherent in the news articles, and in particular from online news, since they

are different in content and serve as official opinion making statements. Editorials in

Science and Nature are likely though to present clear statements based on the news

articles and/or scientific papers printed in the journals (Schmidt Kjærgaard,

forthcoming). Based on the classification of the editorials, Waaijer et al. (2010)

Figure 1. Frequency of dominant frame (Nature News, N�132; ScienceNOW, N�69).
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argues that Science more often than Nature writes ‘‘about the political influence of

science and scientists, whereas Nature writes more about priority setting and the

organization of science’’ (p. 157). Editorials on climate research and policy had almost

the same prominence in both journals (10%) (Waaijer et al., 2010). The preponderance

of news articles from Nature News reporting on political issues confirms previous

studies indicating a difference in news focus between the two journals (Schmidt

Kjærgaard, forthcoming). When we take a closer look at the online news items

associated with the independent journal Nature they are more politically and

scientifically critical oriented than those associated with the learned society journal

Science. Waaijer et al. (2010) arrived at similar conclusions arguing that Science is more

reticent about tackling internal science issues than Nature in their editorials. Science

seems less critical in their online news reports referred to in the present study. Schudson

(2003) argues that there are significant differences in coverage between state-operated

mass media in authoritarian political systems and privately owned media in liberal

societies (p. 161). We do not claim that the journalism in Science compares to an

authoritarian political system and that of Nature compares to a liberal society. However,

our study demonstrates that the institutional constraints are reflected in the online

news coverage generally supporting a more cautious line in ScienceNOW.

The difference in readership compared to mass media is reflected in the topics of

the news items exclusively having to do with scientific issues. However, the way news

items are framed in the printed journals is not very different from mass media news

(Brossard, 2009; Schmidt Kjærgaard, forthcoming). The online news items follow this

pattern. They are as openly opinionated as mass media news items and operate after

journalistic principles such as interest, relevance, uniqueness, tension, human

interest, and controversy. Framing devices such as metaphors, catchphrases, and

images are used in the same sense as they are in mass media news; see for example

‘‘Doomsday draws two minutes closer’’ (Brumfiel, 2007), ‘‘Carbon goes deep’’

(Heffernan, 2007), and ‘‘Come shine, come rain’’ (Berardelli, 2007). The professional

science journalist popularizing the content of scientific articles will report on science

policy, controversial and ethical science in particular, and the online news services can

easily be mistaken for two large newspapers. As argued by Schmidt Kjærgaard

(forthcoming) there is no unbiased news coverage.

The sample of articles from ScienceNOW coded in the frame ‘‘Scientific research’’

covers aspects of climate science ranging from forecasts on glacier movements to

surveys of US drought patterns, other climate prophecies, studies of climate change

and biodiversity, etc. Emphasizing the diversity, complexity, and uncertainty of

climate science the articles from ScienceNOW generally advocate for an under-

standing of climate change as a scientific issue requiring more climate research and

national (American) funding.

The articles from Nature News emphasize political, economic, and ethical

dimensions of climate change to a much higher degree than articles found in

ScienceNOW. We do not find that ScienceNOW is more reticent about tackling

internal science issues than Nature News as argued by Waaijer et al. (2010) in their

study of editorials from the printed journal, but rather that ScienceNOW reports less
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on political or social issues in general. On November 14 and again in early December

2007, Nature News featured a so-called news special section with several articles about

climate politics, most of which were more or less related to the UN Climate

Conference in Bali, Indonesia, December 3�15, 2007. For comparison, ScienceNOW

published no articles about the Bali conference.

Gregory and Miller’s (1998) point that ‘‘mostly science journalisms is just

journalism’’ (p. 108) together with the observation made by Schudson (2003) that

‘‘journalism is an element of politics’’ (p. 166) resembles the online news coverage

found in Nature News. There are several examples of articles from Nature News

critically reporting on the US Bush Administration’s resistance to global regulation of

CO2 emission. The critical journalism in Nature News goes far beyond US policy

though. Under the headline ‘‘Climate politics’’ Nature News published four articles in

the news special section on November 14 critically viewing the new politics of climate

change unfolding in Australia and North America, both nations with strong

opposition to the Kyoto Protocol (Nature News, 2007a). In addition to this special

section Nature News published a news item about the IPCC, one about the opinions

of the US Congress on climate change, and finally an article about US economy and

climate change featuring John Deutch, a chemistry professor at MIT and former

director of the US Central Intelligence Agency under President Clinton. The news

special also included a podcast featuring Nature editor and chief of US correspon-

dents Alex Witze commenting on discourses on climate politics in the US presidential

campaign. Similarly, the news special reporting about the Bali Conference included

three news articles, one editorial, and several blog entries on Nature News’ climate

change blog, Climate Feedback (Nature News, 2007b). This blog forms part of Nature

Reports: Climate Change dedicated to climate science and to ‘‘the implications for the

economy, policy, and society’’ (Nature Reports, 2008).10 The high percentage of

articles from Nature News with a political framing demonstrates a striking similarity

with mass media news. In a recent study Carvalho and Burgess’ (2005) have shown a

tendency in British newspaper coverage of climate change to be closely linked to

political issues. We find the same very much to be the case for Nature News, and to a

lesser degree for ScienceNOW.

As any other news media coverage the online journal news articles often combined

several themes in one article. The articles were coded for any subsidiary frames using the

same variables as when coding for dominant frame. Zero subsidiary frames meant that

no other frames were introduced in the article. Five subsidiary frames indicated that the

full range of frames defined in the coding sheet was used. More than half of the articles

in ScienceNOW did not have any subsidiary frames. The corresponding proportion in

Nature News was less than one third. Sixty-eight percent of the articles in Nature News

had one, two, or three subsidiary frames compared to 46% in ScienceNOW. This

confirms the stylistic difference in structure and content between Nature News and

ScienceNOW found in the analysis of the dominant frames, Nature News was much

more likely to attach political and social issues to scientific discussions, and applying a

journalistic code of conduct referring to controversy, tension, and human interest. The

majority of the news articles in ScienceNOW focused on a scientific discovery or piece of
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evidence without necessarily relating it to political, ethical, or social issues. Again, the

different character of the ownership of the two journals contributes in determining

which subjects to write about and how to communicate key messages through the

journals’ news channels. In the process of framing mass media news decisions ‘‘have

more to do with the marketplace, the nature of organizations, and the assumptions of

news professionals than with individual bias’’ (Schudson, 2003, p. 47). This is also true

for the online journal news analyzed in this paper.

The least prominent frames in both online news services were ‘‘Ethics and

morality’’ and ‘‘Public understanding of climate change’’ (Figure 2). The lack of

articles concerning ethical issues and public engagement is clearly influenced by the

news online services as branches of scientific journals, the difference in readership

compared to mass media, and the strong focus on science policy. Furthermore,

articles coded in the dominant frames ‘‘Policy-making and legislation,’’ ‘‘Economy

and business,’’ and ‘‘Technology and innovation’’ were most likely to have ‘‘Scientific

research’’ as a subsidiary frame. Considering the ownership of the two online news

services, this result was expected.

When just considering articles coded in the dominant frame ‘‘Scientific research’’

we found the pattern repeating itself with a higher percentage of articles in

ScienceNOW coded without any subsidiary frames, and articles from Nature News

coded much more frequently with the subsidiary frame ‘‘Policy-making and

legislation.’’ Furthermore, Nature News was the only one of the two online services

to have articles from this particular sample coded in the subsidiary frames ‘‘Ethics and

morality’’ and ‘‘Public understanding of climate change’’ (Figure 3). This confirms

that scientific issues, which would be the main interest of the journals and its readers,

is reported differently in the two online news services, and that Nature News is most

likely to engage political or social aspects in their coverage of climate change.

About 90% of the entire sample of articles included at least one image, illustration,

or diagram. This high frequency of visuals is also found when looking at online mass

Figure 2. Frequency of subsidiary frames.
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media news in general (Beymer et al., 2007; Dimopoulos et al., 2003). A high number

of visuals were coded as ‘‘realistic’’ (91% in Nature News and 79% in ScienceNOW

(Table 1). The use of visual familiarity represented by the realistic code demonstrates

the importance of easily understood visuals in helping readers to convey the overall

message of the news items, or simply to capture the interest of the reader. A photo of

a glacier or a skyline is immediately understood and much less complex compared to

mathematical diagrams or CO2 tables. The high percentage of ‘‘realistic’’ visuals

confirms the equivalence to online mass media news. The simple visual narrative is

chosen even though the readership of both online services includes a high percentage

of scientists, who would be trained to understand complex scientific images. Reasons

for this could be the special character of the online medium with continuous

updating and the inherent resemblance with mass media news to show easily decoded

images.

One of the important purposes of images is to ‘‘capture, crystallize and render

visible the abstract or ambiguous’’ (Einsiedel et al., 2002, p. 338). When coded for

‘‘function’’ the percentage of metaphorical images was almost the same in both online

news services reaching about 40% (Table 2). These images often act as metaphors of

science. Dimopoulos et al. (2003) demonstrate a high percentage of metaphorical

images in newspaper articles thus reinforce the resemblance of the present sample of

online journal news articles and mass media news. The metaphorical image will often

Figure 3. Frequency of subsidiary frames in articles coded with scientific research as

dominant frame.

Table 1 The type of images found in Nature News and ScienceNOW.

Type of visual representations Frequency in Nature News (%) Frequency in ScienceNOW (%)

Realistic 91 79
Conventional 7 14
Hybrids 2 6

Note: the percentages are approximate.
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leave the reader in doubt of the key message of the article and only contribute on a

cursory level. The majority of images used in the online articles was not essential for

understanding the message or add to the content of the text, but were merely used for

attracting the eye and direct the thoughts of the reader toward climate change and

science in general.

Based on the visual analysis of type, function, and actors/objects each image was

coded with reference to one dominant frame (Figure 4). The most prominent frame

was ‘‘Scientific research.’’ Proportionally the result from the visual coding of

dominant frame is very similar to the coding of the textual dominant frame. We

found that the images in ScienceNOW represented scientifically oriented subjects with

a high percentage of conventional and classificational images, whereas Nature News

published more realistic and narrative images and portrayed recognizable and easily

decoded subjects familiar to most people. This lends further documentation to how

Nature News makes use of journalistic tools.

Concluding Remarks

There are similarities to how Nature News and ScienceNOW covered climate

change during 2007, but also significant differences. A high percentage of articles

from both news services were coded with a scientific dominant frame. This is of

Table 2 The function of images found in Nature News and ScienceNOW.

Function of visual representations Frequency in Nature News (%) Frequency in ScienceNOW (%)

Narrative 46 33
Classificational 17 25
Metaphorical 38 41

Note: the percentages are approximate.

Figure 4. Frequency of visual dominant frame.
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little surprise since most readers are scientists and the online services are branches

of the scientific journals and thus aim to attract readers from scientific institutions

rather than a more general media audience. Very few articles from the entire

sample focused on ethical issues or public engagement. In an editorial early in

2010 Nature made a strong argument for climate researchers to be better at

communicating their research to society in general (Nature, 2010, p. 269). Based

on a news feature the editorial argued that major gaps in the understanding of

climate change are due to climate researchers finding it hard to talk about

uncertainties. Our study demonstrates that this issue was very rarely touched upon

in the online news services during 2007. Hence, Nature’s own news service fell

short of supporting the scientific community in that regard, and what in 2010 is

now editorial policy.

The online news items found in Nature News was much more oriented toward

political issues than those found in ScienceNOW. In their framing of climate science

Nature News reported more critically on political decisions, scientific results, and

social matters, than its counterpart. Our study demonstrates that institutional

constraints are reflected in the online news coverage generally supporting a more

cautious line in ScienceNOW.

The stylistic differences in structure and content of news items from Nature News

and ScienceNOW were confirmed when we analyzed the sample according to

subsidiary frames. A high percentage of articles in Nature News were found to have

between one and three subsidiary frames. Also, the online news items associated

with the independent journal Nature was more likely to attach political or social

issues to scientific discussions about climate change than news items associated with

the learned society journal Science. We found the least prominent frames concerning

ethical issues and public understanding of climate change reinforcing the point

from the Nature editorial above. Nature News was the only one to combine a

scientific dominant frame with ethical considerations and thoughts about public

engagement.

Our visual analysis supports the textual analysis of the news items. Images found in

Nature News portrayed political actors and events more often than those found in

ScienceNOW. Nature News attached familiar images immediately recognizable to the

untrained eye alluding to political or social issue framed within a scientific context.

Images found in ScienceNOW often showed scientific objects relying on conventional

scientific visuals and techniques. ScienceNOW kept to the scientific image not

necessarily easily decoded for a non-scientist. We found a relatively high proportion

of the entire sample of images to be coded as metaphorical. This is also the case for

types of images used in mass media in general.

When analyzing news coverage in print and online news media we usually think

exclusively about newspapers, popular magazines and their websites. The literature

on how news media in general frame science and technology is comprehensive and

provides us with a good understanding of how these issues are presented in various

popular media. However, we know little of how scientific journals act when it

comes to news coverage.11 Our findings support other studies demonstrating that
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when it comes to complex and controversial issues such as climate change,

traditional journalistic norms as well as new scientific results guide the coverage

of science and technology news in scientific journals (Schmidt Kjærgaard,

forthcoming). This study provides evidence that news sections run by scientific

journals are similar to ordinary news media in framing their coverage of science

and technology to fit particular agendas. To the best of our knowledge, so far there

have been no systematic studies of science journal online news. As the importance

and increasing impact of these online sources for traditional science news

journalism can hardly be underestimated we need to know how these professional

online media run by leading science journals communicate and operate. This article

takes the first step in that direction.
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Notes

[1] ISI Web of Science: Retrieved from http://admin-apps.isiknowledge.com/JCR/JCR?RQ�LIST_

SUMMARY_JOURNAL

[2] Retrieved from http://www.sciencemag.org/magazine.dtl

[3] Retrieved from http://www.nature.com/nature/about/index.html Nature’s mission state-

ment has changed little since November 1869 (Nature, ‘‘A weekly illustrated journal of

science’’ 2 (1869), p. 66).

[4] All the results on readership surveys from Nature referred to in this section is from the

report by Nature Publishing Group: Target Impact Response, report Media Options 2009.

[5] Retrieved from http://www.sciencemag.org/help/about/about.dtl

[6] For a general discussion on framing as an analytical tool, see for example Reese, Gandy, &

Grant (2001) and Scheufele (1999, pp. 103�122).

[7] During 2008 we examined a large sample of newspaper articles, journal articles, and

popular articles covering climate change. With a focus on news coverage of climate change

in Danish newspapers during 2007 we searched the Danish newspaper database

‘‘InfoMedia’’ and found that the number of articles in five national newspapers featuring

the word ‘‘climate’’ in the headline, increased from 211 in 2006 to 894 in 2007.

[8] Scott’s Pi is a frequently used reliability test recommended by many authoritative books

about content analysis. It looks at coding values and ‘‘corrects’’ for chance agreement in

computing a reliability assessment (Riffe et al., 2005, p. 149). 1.0 indicates perfect

agreement. Krippendorff (2004) suggests that a value of 0.80 indicates adequate reliability.

Figures between 0.667 and 0.8 are also appropriate for Scott’s Pi with nominal data and a

large sample (Riffe et al., 2005, p. 151).

[9] Retrieved from http://www.socialsciences.leiden.edu/cwts/news/journal-editorials-give-

indication-of-driving-science-issues.html

[10] Podcasts and blogs are not included in the material analyzed in this study.

[11] A few studies have looked at different aspects of the relationship between mass media and

scientific journals. See Brossard (2009), Kiernan (2003), Dispensa & Brulle (2003), and

Miller (1995).
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